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Principal’s Message

INCLUSIVE, ENGAGING AND STUDENT CENTRED

FUTURE PROOFING THE KIDS OF PEAK HILL
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MEET THE TEACHER @ THE POOL
Thank you to our parent/carers and families who joined our school community at the
Peak Hill pool last Wednesday to informally meet with your child’s teacher. These
opportunities to interact are so positive and we look forward to many more chances to
catch up this year! Remember, the wellbeing of our students is always at the forefront of
everything we do. Our staff will always make time to meet with families whenever there
is something that we can do to help support the education of your child, so please just
give us a call.
YEAR 10 & 11 EXPLORE DAY @ CSU ORANGE
Mr Palmer and Miss Pickering enjoyed taking students from Year 10 and 11 this week to
the “Explore Day” held at Charles Sturt University in Orange on Wednesday 16 March.
This was a fabulous firsthand experience for our students to meet university lecturers,
careers advisers and current university students, to learn more information about the
courses available to study after Year 12. The feedback from our students was very
positive and we are excited to say that next term we will be offering a day at the Bathurst
campus for students in Year 10, 11 and 12.
YEAR 12 WAP HOSPITALITY DAY
Congratulations to the students in Year 12 Hospitality from our Western Access Program
(WAP) schools, who came to Peak Hill on Wednesday to participate in a practical
assessment day. The exemplary standard of conduct, food and beverage preparation and
customer service provided by Year 12 is to be commended. We are so proud to have such
capable and competent students completing their Certificate II VET courses in the WAP.
Our happy customers were delighted with our fun, fresh and fabulous new menu and we
hope that even more community members might join us at our next Café Russell
assessment days next term.
WAP PRINCIPALS VISIT
Last Wednesday we were excited to host the Principals’ from Yeoval, Tottenham, Trundle
and Tullamore Central School for their first WAP Principal’s “Face to Face” meeting for
2022. Following a lot of Zoom meetings due to COVID, it was lovely to catch up with the
staff from our WAP schools and to host the students for both the Hospitality and
Construction assessment days.
YEAR 6 “CHECK IT OUT” DAY @ CSU DUBBO
Next Tuesday 22 March, Mrs Tremain-Cannon and David Towney will be taking our Year 6
students to the Dubbo Charles Sturt campus to “Check out” the endless opportunities
that exist for student post Year 12. A big thank you to the Future Moves team at CSU who
have made these experiences possible for our students. Year 6 will finish the day next
Tuesday with a beautiful certificate and the chance to “dress up” in a graduation cap and
gown for a photo shoot. Keep an eye out for up dates in our next Newsletter and on
Facebook.
PEAK HILL HOSPITAL SCHOOL BASED TRAINEESHIPS
This week Hannah had her first day of work at the Peak Hill Hospital, working under the
guidance of Ashlee Reeves and the Hospital staff to support her TAFE qualifications and
Certificate III in Aged Care. Next term, Regan will commence her placement one day a
week at the Hospital. Congratulations to both students as they follow their dreams on
this, which is one of many, “pathways to success”.
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Deputy Principal Report Continued

Head Teachers News

BELROSE ROTARY VISIT
This week we had two of our friends from Belrose
Rotary, Chris and Miriam Brownlee, visit the school to
deliver a huge range of tools, toys, Lego and art
supplies for our students to enjoy. We are truly so
blessed to have the continued support from this
organisation. Thank you, Belrose Rotary!

HEAD TEACHER SECONDARY STUDIES
What a busy start to the year we have had! Already 6
weeks in and it has flown by. Secondary students have
been involved in fantastic curriculum activities,
sporting opportunities and extra-curricular activities
such as ACTIVATE. The ACTIVATE groups in high school
this term are Agriculture, Cooking, Outdoor Recreation
and Creativity. Students have been learning important
skills in all these areas and have been loving the
engaging activities such as driving tractors and fishing
at the weir.

BELROSE ROTARY EXCURSION
After a two-year break following the COVID lockdowns,
I will have the pleasure of taking a group of very
excited students to Sydney on Friday 8 April for this
year’s Belrose Rotary excursion. Notes will be going
home to students on Monday. This excursion will begin
on the last day of this term and will continue over the
first week of the school holidays. We will be very
excited to share stories of our Sydney visit on our
return.

Last week we had two representative sporting
opportunities in Dubbo. The Open Boys Basketball Gala
was held at SportsWorld Dubbo on Tuesday 8th March.
We have some fantastic basketballers in Secondary and
wish these students luck in the basketball gala day.
We also had 7 students who qualified for the Western
Swimming Championships in Dubbo on the 10th of
March. Congratulations to Sharntelle, Ruby, Jacob,
Brendan, India and Zac who all swam incredibly well in
a range of events.

Thank you, families and students, for a fabulous
fortnight. Wishing you all a wonderful weekend and a
successful last three weeks of Term 1.
Mrs Catherine Doyle
Deputy Principal

Year 7 have been completing their Best Start
Assessments in Reading, Writing and Numeracy. These
assessments tell the staff more about our students and
what they know, and in turn helps us to teach to the
individual needs of each student. So far the results are
looking extremely positive. Well done Year 7!
Our Aboriginal Dance Group participated in their first
workshop on Friday 11th March. This online program is
an exciting collaboration between the internationally
renowned Bangarra Dance Theatre and the NSW
Department of Education Arts Unit. In this program,
tutors from Bangarra work with schools to learn and
perform a contemporary Indigenous dance repertoire.
The students will participate in the final workshop on
Friday 25th March.
Miss Lucy Dempsey
Head Teacher
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Head Teacher News Continues
ISAC & HEAD TEACHER WAP
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY YEAR 11 INDUSTRY STUDY
DAY
On Friday the 11th of March, the Industrial Technology
Year 11 class joined Mr Watt (Course Coordinator) in
an excursion to Ramiens Timber in Dubbo to learn all
about the timber industry. Students from Tullamore
and Yeoval travelled with their co-teachers for this
experience. This opportunity provided the students
with information to successfully complete their first
assessment task for the subject as well as give them an
insight into what happens within the industry. Thank
you to all involved in this successfully day.

HEAD
TEACHER
STUDENT
GROWTH
AND
ATTAINMENT
At last, we are able to take our students on excursions,
as Corona Virus restrictions have eased. Our students
have been going on many trips this term.
I was so excited when our students were invited by
Parkes Library personnel to a Youth Consultation
meeting to share ideas with other young people about
what they would like for Youth Week events. I took a
group of six students after school on Tuesday March
14th to the Parkes Library. The students represented
themselves, their families and school very well. We
were the biggest group there and our students shared
their fantastic ideas clearly. After the meeting we went
for pizza and met up with Mrs. Edge and her dog
Topsy. All the students want to adopt Topsy! It was
such a fun activity and the chance for students to hear
what other young people think, it is something I will be
planning again when opportunities arise. Thank you,
students.

HOSPITALITY AND CONSTRUCTION PRACTICAL
ASSESSMENTS
This week both Year 12 Hospitality and Year 11
Construction travelled to Peak Hill on Wednesday the
16th of March to complete practical units towards their
certificates. Thank you to Alana Gear, Leisa Rowlands,
Catherine Doyle and Natasha Freeth for your
organisation of this assessment day. Our school is very
lucky to have access to such excellent trade training
facilities.

The school library is coming along well and as you can
see in the photographs it has become a popular place
for students to be, especially seeing the new Manga
books. Stage 4 students this week gave me the names
of more titles they would like to see in our library,
more manga to add to our collection. The rest of our
furniture is due to arrive on Monday the 17th of
March. That will be exciting. There are still free books
available, but at the end of the week I will be packing
up a selection to send around to flood affected schools
and communities.

HOMEWORK CENTRE
Each of our Stage 6 students are encouraged to access
homework centre held on Tuesday’s and Thursday’s in
the school Library. Students can utilise this time to
complete their upcoming assessment task and
complete any weekly work with assistance of our
teachers and staff.
UPCOMING EVENTS IN WAP
White card training to be held on 30th and 31st of
March 2022. Notes will be distributed this week.

Ms Brenda Stewart
Head Teacher Student Growth and Attainment

Have a great fortnight!

Mr Luke Watt ISAC
& Mrs Crystal Stanford Head Teacher WAP
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Head Teacher News Continues
WELLBEING REPORT
When life puts you in a tough spot, don’t say, “Why
me?” Instead, stand tall and say, “Try me.” That
resilient mindset is the thing that keeps our kids
moving forward instead of giving up, getting
depressed, and saying, “It’s all too hard.”
Resilient kids have been shown to experience higher
wellbeing, better school results, stronger friendships,
better physical health, and more. It seems that
resilience helps build those crucial psychological,
physical, social, and cognitive resources that help us
get through life well.

Resilience is helpful for every challenge. As our kids
learn from their mistakes and try again, they grow
stronger, more capable, and their resilience breeds
greater resilience.
Helping kids be more resilient will help them
with friendship challenges, school issues, academic
difficulties, and even sadness related to family
challenges or mental issues.
As a family member or carer, be okay with mistakes
and failure – yours and theirs. Mistakes are how we
learn and grow. Let our kids learn from their own
experiences. So long as they’re not running into traffic
or pulling a boiling pot onto their heads (obviously we
intervene when real danger exists) we will help them
be more resilient when we allow them to make
mistakes, learn, grow, and be personally responsible.

Helping children develop self-control is a gamechanger. Understanding that they are responsible for
their decisions and behaviours is a huge step in
becoming resilient. Knowing how to recognise and
regulate your emotions and behaviours is vital for a
child to grow positively and confidently in a world
where they can thrive physically, socially, mentally
and emotionally.
Mrs Lyndal Edge
Wellbeing Coordinator K-6
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Kindergarten with Miss Sammi Axam

Year 1 with Miss Ella Bandur

THIS FORTNIGHT KINDERGARTEN HAVE LEARNT SO
MUCH!
We are getting so good at remembering our rules of
writing. We make sure we write from left to right, use
capital letters at the beginning of a sentence, full
stops at the end and finger spaces between our
words.

YEAR 1 HAS HAD ANOTHER BUSY TWO WEEKS OF
LEARNING!
In Mathematics, we have been learning about Friends
of Ten and other addition facts. We are also having fun
exploring the different units we can use to measure
items in our classroom.
Year 1 have had a lot of practice using the mini
whiteboards, counters, sentence puzzles and even
hoola hoops to improve their sentence writing this
fortnight.

For Sport, we have been so lucky to have our
physiotherapy students Adelaide and Lachlan organise
some games and obstacle courses with us. On
Monday's, we have been enjoying John Moriarty.

We also did some incredible Peter Cromer inspired
artworks using oil pastels. Year 1 had so much fun with
this.

We have learnt the sounds “s” and “m” this fortnight
and are getting so good at clapping syllables,
identifying rhyming words and beginning sounds.
Maggie mouse “m, m, m”. Sammy seal “s, s, s”.

We can't wait to see what is next for Year 1!

In Mathematics, we are so good at counting, writing
and representing numbers from 0-10 and we have
now started learning about number position.

Miss Ella Bandur
Classroom Teacher

I have been so proud of all of the hard work everyone
in Kindergarten have been doing so far this term!
Miss Sammi Axam
Classroom Teacher
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Year 2/3 with Miss Tiarne McLeod

Year 4/5 with Miss Teagan Heraghty

YEAR 2/3
This fortnight in Year 2/3 we have finished up our focus
on Place Value by learning how to order numbers
based on their place value, create the largest and
smallest numbers with given numerals and determine
whether a number is greater than or less than another,
then write it in a number sentence.

OUR FORTNIGHT IN 4/5H
Our last fortnight has gone extremely fast and we have
had so much fun.
We have just finished our place value unit in Maths
lessons and have also completed a first essential
assessment for the year. This week we are changing
our focus to length and understanding the difference
between the millimetre (mm) and centimetre (cm)
measurements.

In Writing, we have been learning to use emotive
language in persuasive and creative texts to engage
our readers. We have learnt to locate interesting words
in texts and then use them in our own writing.

In our Writing lessons we have been working on using
descriptive language to make our stories interesting.
We have worked extremely hard to think creatively.
Students have learnt to make complications and
resolutions in their narrative writing.

We have won the class home reading trophy TWICE
out of the three weeks it has been up for grabs. This
trophy goes to the class with the highest percentage of
students returning their home readers. I am
determined for us to win the trophy again, so please
encourage your children to get their books out and
read to you! It is such a great opportunity for them to
bond with you and boost their reading skills at the
same time.

Looking forward to another busy week of learning.
Miss Teagan Heraghty
Classroom Teacher

We have loved our Sport sessions, both with the John
Moriarty Foundation and the NRL, and it is lovely to
see the sportsmanship growing in our students each
and every week!
Miss Tiarne McLeod
Classroom Teacher
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Boys to the Bush Program
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A Love of Learning at PHCS
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Boys to the Bush

Stage 4 Mathematics with Miss Lucy Dempsey
STAGE 4 MATHEMATICS
Year 7 and 8 have been loving learning about
Computation with Integers this term.
This week we started learning about the Cartesian
Plane and how we plot coordinates. I have been
impressed by the students' outstanding application in
Mathematics so far this term.

This week the “Boys to the Bush” students went to
Dubbo. Our first stop was the Terramungamine
Reserve and Rock Grooves. The boys enjoyed a walk
through the overgrown scrub and checked out the
grooves. Whilst there we also had a rock throwing
competition across the river. Let’s just say, the
younger arms held up better than the older ones. We
are starting to see the boys come out of their shell
which is good. The boys love getting involved in the
activities and are a very respectful bunch of kids,
which isn’t something we see every day! After we had
finished at the reserve, we headed for Devils Hole, a
place Dave knew from his younger years. At the river,
the boys enjoyed skimming rocks, swimming and
going off the rope swing. During this they were very
encouraging of everyone who wanted to have a go.

Well done Stage 4!
Miss Lucy Dempsey
Stage 4 Mathematics Teacher

Secondary Lawn Bowls
SECONDARY LAWN BOWLS
On Tuesday the 15th of March, Cooper, India and
Dhakota travelled to Warren to play lawn bowls against
Warren Central School.
Students fought hard against Warren. Cooper being an
experienced player was the captain who led the team
with pride and passion, demonstrating new skills to his
teammates. India and Dhakota tried hard learning and
continued to improve throughout the game.
Unfortunately, we did not come away with a win, but
the students showed great sportsmanship and effort
throughout the day. Students should be congratulated
on their application.

Lunchtime was here and we headed to town to grab
some chips and scallops. We enjoyed eating them at
Sandy Beach in town. All the boys were keen to head
back to the river for an afternoon of fishing and
swimming. Unfortunately, we had no success with the
fishing, however, Tim managed to show the boys how
to do a backflip off the rope swing, which gained him
an applause from the boys watching. It was great to
hear the boys thank us for the effort we had gone to
for the day. The trip back home to Peak Hill was a
mixture of tired eyes and singing along to the radio.
Another great day was had with this group of
impressive young gentlemen. We can’t wait to do it
again next week.

Mr Luke Watt
Secondary Teacher

Please see photos on page 8.
Tim West
Program and Education Manager
Boys to the Bush
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Stage 4 Geography with Miss Tiarne McLeod

Western Swimming

STAGE 4 GEOGRAPHY
This term in Stage 4 Geography, we are studying the
unit, “Water in the World”.

WESTERN SWIMMING CARNIVAL
This week Ruby, Jacob, India, Zac, Brendan and
Sharntelle went to Dubbo Aquatic Centre to compete
at the Western Swimming Carnival.

We have learnt about different types of water sources
and management and how climate affects these.

The students were extremely successful and our Peak
Hill relay team placed 3rd in the Central Schools Relay
race. India, Jacob, Ruby and Brendan will be travelling
to Sydney later in the year to compete at a state level
for the Central Schools Relay.

We have had fantastic discussions about human
interactions with water and how this could be altered
to conserve our water resources.
It is amazing to see how confident students are in
sharing their experiences and perspectives, and I have
been impressed by the quality of work and
thoughtfulness produced in each lesson.

Well done!
Miss Lucinda Pickering
Secondary Teacher

Miss Tiarne McLeod
Stage 4 Geography Teacher

YOU’RE
SUPERSTARS
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Year 2/3 Science with Mrs Lyndal Edge

Primary Sport

Year 2/3 and Mrs Edge have had huge success with
their scientific research into what plants need to grow
and change.

PRIMARY SPORT
In Week 9, Peak Hill Central School will be hosting the
Gobondery/NARRAF cricket gala day. Notes will be sent
out this week and these notes need to be returned for
students to be able to participate in this event.

These bean plants were only seeds last week when
they were planted in soil, watered and placed in some
sunlight.
Maybe these were magic
beans and we will soon see
kids climbing beanstalks to
the clouds!

This term we have welcomed Shanika Harpur from the
NRL program during our sport lessons. We have been
lucky to use our Sporting Schools Grant to utilise her
skills in Rugby League. Students from Years 2-6 have
been participating in these skills lessons each Friday.
Miss Teagan Heraghty
Primary Sport Coordinator

Mrs Lyndal Edge
Classroom Teacher

Russell Draw Winners
WEEK 8 RUSSELL DRAW WINNERS
Congratulations to our winners this week.
Stage 4: Jayden - Responsible
Stage 5: Mary - Respectful
Stage 6: Hunter - Respectful
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Stage 6 Assessment Calendar Term 1 2022

Week

9

10

Year 11

Year 12

Biology
Community and Family Studies
English Studies
Numeracy

Drama

Industrial Technology
Legal Studies
Mathematics Standard
Modern History
PDHPE
Visual Design

Aboriginal Studies
Community and Family Studies
Industrial Technology

PBE Fortnightly Focus
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Attendance Matters

Community Information
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Career Information
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School Calendar 2022
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